CHALLENGE

The Joy
Of Flex

Designer David Bravo
tackled the task of
creating a seating area
that could be used by
both kids and adults

THE CHALLENGE

THE CONCEPT

Create a fun space
in a second seating
area that could be a
retreat for adults but
playful enough for
the kids’ enjoyment.

“My thoughts were to select pieces
that had movement and colors that
held your attention. Textures and
geometric patterns used in varied
scales allow for a layered effect to
happen in a subdued way. Small patterns against larger ones are a way to
achieve this goal.”

THE CHALLENGER
David Bravo,
Bravo Interior Design

Lazar Arabella sectional
Five Elements Furniture,
Starting at $3,828
“I selected a clean,
tailored sofa with
sculpted lines that
provides both comfort
and high style. The fullformed base allows for
the full visual effect of its
curves. Dressed in a steelcolored fabric, this piece
is the winning number.”

Bradley Bonita kidney
cocktail table
Interior Design Collection,
Starting at $4,791
“The clean yet abstract
shape of these interlocking
cocktail tables plays really
well with the shape of the
sectional they sit in front
of, making them a given for
this room.”

Caracole Depth
Perception side table
Louis Shanks Furniture,
$1,275
“Acrylic material allows
for visual depth and
catches your eye, but
also disappears at the
same time. It is there
do its job as a surface,
but doesn’t take up too
much visual space.”
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Bradley Reuben tufted ottoman
Interior Design Collection,
Starting at $4,025
“The tufted bench upholstered in
a burgundy velvet exudes luxury
and provides an inviting space for
extra seating.”

Reid Sahar rug, 9-by-12
Black Sheep Unique,
$17,745
“This hand-knotted wool
Sahar rug is a favorite. It can
be custom colored for any
space, and in this case the
varied textures play a huge
role to set off the smooth
curves of the sofa.”

Court Lurie Remnant
artwork
courtlurie.com,
$6,600
“Clients often forget
about artwork, but it is
so important. In this case,
the dramatic abstract
piece by Court Lurie helps
to ground each color used
in this vibrant space.”

BRAVO INTERIOR DESIGN (BRAVO); BRADLEY USA (BIANCA, BONITA, REUBEN); ARTERIORS (OMARI AND IMOGENE); CARACOLE (SIDE TABLE AND CONSOLE); BLACK SHEEP UNIQUE (RUG); LAZAR (SECTIONAL); COURT
LURIE (ARTWORK); ROBERT ABBEY (DOLLY); LEE INDUSTRIES (SIDE CHAIR)

accents

Robert Abbey
Dolly table lamp
NEST Modern,
$330
“This lamp was selected
because of its funky and
fun texture, yet elegant
gold finish.”

Arteriors Omari
small sculpture
Heather Scott
Home & Design
$240
“The geode
starburst accessory
pulls color from
the artwork and
fabrics to the media
console across
the room.”

Caracole The Low
Down console
shopcandelabra.
com,
$1,452
“This understated
media console
is extremely
functional, but its
stunning handrubbed taupe silver
leaf finish leaves
you in awe.”

Lee Industries 1758-01 side chair
Caffrey’s Trade Showroom,
$2,596
“This tufted modern chair is classic. The metal base is a sharp
contrast against the inviting interior, making for a chair that
is standing ready for a good game of cards or a winning game
of chess. Dressed in S. Harris Wimbledon Licorice fabric, this
chair is ready for a game with a nice highball in hand.”

Bradley Bianca
oval side table
Interior Design
Collection,
Starting at $5,967
“This Bradley table
includes a handforged iron base,
which has a whimsical
pattern that conveys
movement and
playfulness.”
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accents

COLOR

Tickled Pink
And Feeling Blue

Miniforms Dent
pendant lamp
NEST Modern
Starts at $427

Pantone’s Color of the Year for 2016—Rose Quartz
(a color in the pink family) and Serenity (blue)—can
be used in ways other than to paint a baby nursery

Rose Quartz

+

Asplund Twice carpet,
5-by-8
Urbanspace Interiors
$2,800

Serenity

100% Tray
Blu Dot
$79
Hayley Mitchell Lisbeth
Mockingbird Domestics
$875
Watercolor pillow,
20-by-20
Mockingbird
Domestics
$108

Haiku table
NEST Modern
Starts at $619
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SABA ITALIA (HAIKU); MOCKINGBIRD DOMESTICS (LISBETH AND PILLOW); HEATHER SCOTT HOME &
DESIGN (GICLEE); MINIFORMS (DENT); ASPLUND (CARPET); BLU DOT (TRAY); PEDRALI (CHAIR)

“Undertow” giclee
Heather Scott Home & Design
$559.99

Pedrali
Malmo Relax
armchair
Urbanspace
Interiors
$1,316
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